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Abstract 

This article considers spectral manifestations, re-play and recording technologies in relation to 

Ken McMullen’s 1983 film Ghost Dance. The numerous ghost-voices, voiceovers, decaying 

urban settings, and the displaced historical pasts used in this work are explored in relation to 

the critical notion of ‘hauntology’ posited and developed by Jacques Derrida in the 1990s. 

McMullen’s underlying consideration of mythic re-telling, tape recorders and technology 

multiplies and imbues numerous meanings, stories and selves in the settings and characters of 

this film. These meanings are explored in relation to a parallel process of loss connoted by 

technological decay, and the transitions of mythic story-re-telling McMullen’s ghosts enact. 

 

Key Words: film, video, cinema, medium, Ken McMullen, Ghost Dance, Jacques Derrida, 

hauntology, recording, decay, decaying technology, materiality, voiceover, ghosts, phantoms, 
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***** 

 

Ghost’s Dance: Multiple Encounters and Sounding Decay 

Ken McMullen’s 1983 film Ghost Dance is infused with decaying landscapes, narratives, 

places and objects.
1
 It is a series of encounters, interactions, observations and eavesdroppings 

‘permeated with all kinds of phantomatic presence’.
2
 The characters in this film meditate 

upon and mediate numerous ghosts in settings scarred by receding industrial and historical 

pasts. Where decay connotes degradation, loss, or diminishing corporeality, this film presents 

a parallel oxymoronic situation in which visible decay, and the non-corporeality of its 

numerous ghost presences multiplies, adds, infers and imbues varied stories and selves, 

conserving and adapting their meaning as this decay erodes.   

 The narratives within Ghost Dance oscillate around two women. The first is played by 

French actress Pascale Ogier and named as ‘Pascale’ throughout. The other woman is 

decidedly unnamed, and played by English actress Loenie Mellinger. These women wander 

the streets of Paris, the ephemeral, industrial, refuse strewn, transitional ruins of 1980s 

London wharfs, English beaches and the stormy borders between water and land. They 

converse in these external settings and internal spaces, where walls are mottled with wear and 

the layered evidence of past use. In an interview conducted in 2006, Mellinger outlined that 

she and Ogier, despite their separate physical presences, present a combined character.
3
 Ogier 

and her Mellinger-Other discuss Pascal’s anthropological studies, the Paris Communes, 

moving to London and the process of writing a thesis as McMullen plays with the reality and 

fiction of their recording, presentation and participation in his film. They converse and 

combine as they move through strikingly scarred, decaying locations. 

 Philosopher Jacques Derrida plays himself in an interviewed interlude, which occurs early 

in the film. His conversation with Ogier in his real-life Parisian office, forms the ‘film’s 

intellectual core’ as he discusses his philosophies through the ambiguous reality of part-

improvised, part-staged dialogue.
4
  Derrida’s discussions recur in several voiceover sections 

at different points in the film, in which we hear him discuss death, technology and ghosts. His 

own and other displaced voiceover voices constantly shift understanding of technology and 

recording. The dilapidated settings of Ghost Dance are inscribed with electronic devices, 
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record players, music, drums, radio frequencies and the immaterial presence of recorded 

voiceover selves. These voices and sounds fracture the narrative logic of the film, whilst the 

numerous stories they tell question how and why the viewer receives these messages through 

the refracted technologies portrayed. 

 Ghost Dance’s original association with broadcast television enacts layers of spectral 

engagement when viewed today. Funded by Channel 4 in collaboration with the German 

television channel ZDF, it represents one of the earliest works funded following Channel 4’s 

1982 launch and their initial foundational remit to fund and facilitate innovative work.
5
 Ghost 

Dance’s various technological incarnations from the 1980s through to today – as video, film, 

broadcast television, DVD, digital file – complicate the technologies depicted within the 

film.
6
 The metaphorical ghosts of these technologies haunt present understanding of 

digitisation, or the translation from one medium through and into another. This process of re-

mediation relates directly to current discussions of technological decay and preservation. The 

ephemerality of these technological transitions mirrors the fleeting nature of the dialogues, 

adventures and experiences depicted in the film.  

 The contrasting reality and fiction of Derrida’s playful yet serious real-life interview 

contrasts with the conversations, confrontations and encounters depicted through other 

characters throughout this film. Derrida discusses ghosts with Pascale (Ogier). Pascale and 

her Mellinger-Other dance and converse with George, played by actor Robbie Coltrane.  

Coltrane and French actor Dominique Pinot play several different characters, enacting 

mischievous roles not dissimilar to poltergeists. They smash electronics, bang drums, 

menacingly confront, argue with, shout at and playfully antagonise Mellinger and Ogier. 

There is striking humour in these varied encounters, particularly acute in Pinot and Coltrane’s 

switching of characters, as an unhelpful clerk, a photocopy-machine attendant or bias tour 

guide. In the striking ‘No-Thing’ sequence, the two women watch artist Stuart Brisley 

performing and writhing in the shallow, mirrored water seeping through a seemingly 

abandoned cathedral-like industrial building. Brisley’s choking coughs fill the vastness of the 

empty space he crawls within, and his actions fracture the symmetrical perfection of the 

reflected image-setting. George plays music, drums, photocopiers and radios, as these sounds 

take on phantomatic forms in subsequent recombined and reiterated interactions, seemingly 

staged, improvised and acted.  

In Ghost Dance, juxtapositions of disembodied poetic voices interact with the sounds of 

David Cunningham’s dense, collaged soundscape, echoing unseen presences within and 

beyond the characters and settings of the visual frame. McMullen carefully separates these 

complex, often overwhelmingly rich, image-sound combinations into chapter sections using 

inter-titles. He creates thematic cycles on RITUALS, MYTH, HISTORY, WITNESS and 

TRIAL in which voiceovers merge with, displace and multiply the scenes and encounters we 

see.
7
 The initial connotations of drawn-out, diminishing mortality associated with the word 

‘decay’ have a delicate significance within these cycles. Meanings are exponentially increased 

by electronic interactions throughout the film, as voices are recorded and replayed, 

disembodied voiceovers overlap, and stories are re-told and refracted through embodied 

encounters and aural presences speaking from beyond the frame. This exponential increase 

relates directly to the process of re-telling enacted in MYTH and HISTORY: processes of re-

telling that alter the pasts they preserve. 

 

Jacques Derrida: Ventriloquism, ‘The Science of Ghosts’ and (Re)Playing Self  

The historical or mythic processes of alteration through repetition are pertinent when 

considering Derrida’s participation in the film. Derrida’s philosophical and linguistic 

development of notions of iterated language and meaning – or how meaning changes with 

each repetition – echo the mythic retellings McMullen mediates. In Derrida’s initial interview 
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with Pascale, he addresses ‘ghosts’ thematically. His early 1980s discussion of ghosts and 

mourning predates his subsequent lecture and publication Specters of Marx: The State of the 

Debt, the Work of Mourning and the New International, published a decade later in 1994.
8
 

Derrida’s exploration of the ghost has multiple origins, notably in his spectral manifestation 

as participant and voiceover presence in Ghost Dance’s ‘The Science of Ghosts’ interview.
9
 

This displaced televisual origin of what Derrida would later call ‘hauntology’ – a term 

addressed throughout this essay – playfully mirrors the simultaneously fragmentary and 

cumulative doublings of McMullen’s voices, settings, stories and phantoms. 

 In Specters of Marx, Derrida develops the critical notion of hauntology whilst considering 

the spectre of communism haunting Europe after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. The 

resurrected spectres of Karl Marx this metaphorical ‘end’ conjures are explored as he 

criticises and deconstructs Francis Fukoyama’s 1989/1992 discussions of The End of 

History.
10

 Contemporary discussion of hauntology moves away from this post-Marxist 1990s 

rhetoric, a transition evident in writings on sonic hauntology by cultural theorists and music 

critics such as Mark Fisher and Simon Reynolds.
11

 Fisher and Reynolds explore the effects 

created by using sounds from the past in relation to their present cultural meaning and 

influence. These include sampled and re-sampled music, beats and voices in music genres 

such as rap or electronic dance music, or aesthetic nods to past sonic aesthetics, such as 

analogue quirks and crackle. This later 2000s sonic development of hauntology relates, in 

turn, to the dense sounds and layers of Cunningham’s Ghost Dance soundtrack. Numerous 

blog posts, definitions and discussions of hauntology written since the early 2000s cite 

Derrida’s explorations of the ghost in Spectres of Marx as this term’s critical origin; however, 

the themes within Specters of Marx directly iterate both Derrida’s discussions in Ghost Dance 

and McMullen’s meditative audio-visual refraction of the phantomatic presences story-telling 

conjures. 

 In the opening chapter – 1: RITUALS OF RAGE, RITUALS OF DESIRE – Pascale and 

Derrida enact the staged ritual of interview, speaking in French. They sit in his office where 

Pascale asks Derrida whether he believes in ghosts: 

 

Firstly, you’re asking a ghost whether he believes in ghosts. Here the ghost is me. 

Since I’ve been asked to play myself in a film which is more or less improvised I 

feel as if I am letting a ghost speak for me. Curiously, instead of playing myself, 

without knowing it, I let a ghost ventriloquize my words, or play my role, which is 

even more amusing.
12

  

 

The notion of being possessed by his future thrown voice is reflected in the sound-image 

composition of Ghost Dance; as unidentifiable and identifiable voiceovers speak within, over 

and outside the image-frame, simultaneously inhabiting yet disconnected from what we see. 

This separation parallels writer and critic Steven Connor’s discussion of the voice in 

Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism.
13

 Connor observes that ‘I must participate 

in my voice only by coming apart from it: indeed, it is only because I am always apart from 

my voice that such participation is possible’.
14

 The voice is always inherently separated from 

self, as speech utterance is projected away from the body into the air. Derrida’s observation 

rifts off the self-split inherent in vocal participation, yet in being recorded he observes a 

further split in the temporal location from which he speaks. In this breaking down of time 

there is a parallel cumulative effect of possession, as he allows and is aware of a future self-

voice inhabiting his recorded present.  

 The peculiar temporal situation in which we watch Derrida conduct this interview 

emphasises the simultaneous artificiality and improvisation of character conversations in 

Ghost Dance. Derrida outlines that while some people believe ghosts are part of the past ‘I 
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believe that ghosts are part of the future […] the modern technology of images […] like 

cinema […] enhances the power of ghosts and their ability to haunt us.’
15

 The parallel 

between ghosts, technological capability and the voice is further emphasised when Derrida is 

interrupted by a telephone call: ‘Now the telephone is the ghost’ he answers and hangs up, 

‘Well, that was the phantom voice of someone I don’t know.’
16

 This improvisation contrasts 

with the voiceovers of the film, which speak with a poetic, scripted eloquence. The stories 

told by the voiceovers interrupt as this phone call does, calling the viewer up and back at 

different moments in the film. 

 For Derrida ‘the technology of images’ affects the agency of the subject. He speaks from 

and to the moment of his anticipated replay.
17

 He enacts and vocalises a situation that 

anticipates further being – replay – as opposed to non-being in his physical non-presence:  

 

The cinema is the art of ghosts, a battle of phantoms. That’s what I think the 

cinema’s about, when it’s not boring. It’s the art of allowing ghosts to come 

back. […] Therefore, if I’m a ghost, but believe I’m speaking with my own 

voice, it’s precisely because I believe it’s my own voice that I allow it to be 

taken over by another’s voice. Not just any other voice, but that of my own 

ghost’s.
18

  

 

The tragic early death of Ogier, shortly after this film was made, and Derrida’s death in 2004, 

add a layer of spectral uncanny to this voice-act ventriloquisation, situated in an anticipated, 

nowhere future.
19

 In a 1995 article written by McMullen, he asks ‘Had her death been 

discussed within the subtext of the scene?’
20

 Awareness of Ogier’s passing makes the final 

scene pertinently melancholic, as her Mellinger-Other – alone in the booming, stormy, grey-

brown of a winter beach – buries pictures of the film’s characters in sand, mud and waves. No 

voices intrude upon this moment as they ‘Return to the Sea’.
21

 The ghosts of Ghost Dance’s 

participants haunt the film. 

 Ghost Dance’s thematic engagement of voice is emphasised in McMullen’s full titling of 

chapter 2: MYTH: THE VOICE OF DESTRUCTION, THE VOICE OF DELIVERANCE. In 

this section, male and female voiceovers overlap; telling the creation myth of a village 

associated with the ‘cargo cults’ Pascale researches in her anthropological studies. In the 

Channel 4 press pack that accompanied Ghost Dance’s 1984 broadcast, cargo cults are 

described as ‘the myths and rituals which develop in some primitive communities on the edge 

of extinction.’
22

 This cargo cult creation-myth about rats, destruction and re-birth returns in 

later sections of the film. The process of oral storytelling – the mythic method of re-telling 

stories, used prior to the written word – is recreated as the voices overlap. Myth is directly 

associated with destruction, as each new voice recounting a story simultaneously preserves 

and delivers it to an Other whilst adapting and changing it. McMullen explores a parallel 

situation of possession, in which Other voices posses and inhabit the re-teller: with each re-

started iteration, the myth changes. 

 During Ghost Dance’s MYTH cycle the visual frame focuses on the empty buildings and 

dilapidated machines of London’s declined/declining industrial wharfs. Mellinger and Ogier 

are seen in settings where buildings are delicately torn and crumbling, spilling bricks and 

struts. A male voiceover narrates as the camera pans upwards away from the broken, 

fragmentary ground to the unity of still standing, soaring chimneys, connected and cross-

hatched by girders, stretching between bleached, towering buildings. This unidentified off-

screen male voiceover tells us a story: 
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She thought of herself as I, but the more she encountered the decay around her, 

the more she moved into a gap, between I and me. For it is well known that the 

social decay produces psychic fragmentation. 

 

The more things break up, the more myths flourish, attempting to make historical 

sense of historical chaos. She began to feel the presence of so many others inside her, 

as if they were clawing away at her flesh, from the inside.
23 

 

In this story – spoken by an undefined voice from an indefinable context – the mythic 

retelling of stories is directly associated with a physical processes of breaking-out or through. 

This process of transitory destruction creates spaces and gaps in which meaning and myths 

‘flourish’. The numerous voices of narrated history – and re-told oral history – possess and 

attempt to break-out through the gaps caused by the internal ‘psychic fragmentation’ created 

by the external encounter with decay. The combined Mellinger/Ogier characters internalise 

the physical outward decay of this empty, industrial landscape that connotes its previous 

functions, activity and business through in its now derelict, slowly decaying emptiness.  

Artist, music critic and cultural theorist Mark Fisher discusses the inherent pun of 

hauntology developed and exploited by Derrida in the 1990s: Derrida’s hauntology – 

ontology. Ontology considers the situation and nature of being, whereas hauntology considers 

the situation of simultaneous being and non-being presented by the ghost that haunts: 

‘Derrida's neologism uncovers the space between Being and Nothingness’.
24

 In Ghost Dance 

it is in the gaps of this psychic fragmentation that Derrida and his future ghost-self, and the 

separate yet combined self/selves of Mellinger and Ogier exist. Other voiceover selves and 

histories break out, escape and call from the gaps in recorded being. These gaps echo through 

and enhance perceptual gaps between the early 1980s then, and the 2010s now. Present 

viewing of Ghost Dance is altered by knowledge of Derrida’s subsequent writing (Specters of 

Marx) alongside his and Ogier’s deaths, thus giving a further iterative meaning, imbued over 

the already mutable stories and split selves portrayed in this film. 

 

 

Seeing Ghosts: Being, Non-Being and the Return 

The visual spectre of Karl Marx haunts Ghost Dance. Pascale and Derrida’s interview 

sequence ends with a slow camera shot of Marx’s bust, sitting atop the blue-grey stone 

column over his grave in London’s Highgate Cemetery. As the camera pans down the long 

body of his tall memorial headstone, a male English voiceover – voiced by actress Leonie 

Mellinger’s real life father, Michael Mellinger – observes that history is ‘just a point of view 

like anything else’.
25

 This dialogue echoes Marx’s thematic consideration of history and the 

transitions of societal organisation. Ghost Dance directly engages egalitarian histories, from 

the Paris Communes through to Marx’s later manifesto. Leonie Mellinger’s character 

remembers a girl – who may have been Ogier – taking her photo at the Communards’ 

memorial wall in Paris. This memory merges with the story of the Communards’ last  stand 

battle in this location, as Pinot’s tour guide narrates to an un-seen off-screen group this now-

passed history. Different iterations of these egalitarian themes and the mixed origins of these 

thoughts are displaced through these varied thematic depictions, locations and temporalities. 

 Michael Mellinger’s English accented voice-over observes that the point of view assumed 

by history ‘changes depending on where you happen to be standing’.
26

 This unsettling 

parallax of perspective is continually emphasised in the iterated stories and myths conjured 

within Ghost Dance. Art critic Hal Foster defines parallax as a situation that ‘involves the 

actual displacement of an object caused by the actual movement of its observer’.
27

 A moment 

of peculiar displacement occurs in McMullen’s shot of Marx’s bust: as the camera pans down 
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we see Mellinger sitting alone at its base, with a blanket draped over her ambiguously 

undressed shoulders. The camera begins to pull back and a moment of revelation occurs. The 

viewer realises that what we have been seeing is a large photograph of Marx’s grave, pinned 

to the wall of an internal space. These spectral re-manifestations, in the form of doubly re-

manifested filmed-photographs and images of the film’s participants, displace and mediate the 

parallax assumed by the camera. 

 The displaced movements of perspective are further emphasised as Mellinger and Ogier 

converse in a London flat. The walls of this flat are covered with pictures of bodies in coffins 

and re-printed Paris Commune posters, emblazoned with calls to action: ‘Citizens arise! To 

the barricades!’ As the girls converse, the sound of George (Coltrane) playing drums floats 

down from the roof. He is interpreting the weather reports of the Shipping Forecast. He is not 

interpreting the actual atmospheric weather, but the atmospheric anticipated prediction of it as 

communicated through radio waves. This situation of anticipation, fiction, and translated 

understanding iterates the effects of the narratives of the Paris Communes and visual spectre 

of Marx, as they are visually re-presented and re-situated through the alternative setting of 

this space, Mellinger/Ogier’s interactions and McMullen’s camera.  

 When critiquing the End of History in Specters of Marx, Derrida turns from Fukoyama’s 

consideration of ‘the end’ to the opposite notion of beginning. Derrida draws a parallel 

between Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Marx’s Manifesto of the Communist Party using the 

opening sections of these sources as a beginning.
28

 In this multi-origin opening Derrida 

considers what a ghost is:  

 

What is a ghost? What is the effectivity or the presence of a spectre, that is, of 

what seems to remain as ineffective, virtual, insubstantial as a simulacrum? Is 

there there, between the thing itself and the simulacrum, an opposition that holds 

up? Repetition and first time, but also repetition and last time, since the 

singularity of any first time, makes it also a last time. […] Altogether other. 

Staging for the end of history. Let us call it a hauntology.
29 

 

Derrida also observes that ‘As in Hamlet, the Prince of a rotten state, everything begins by the 

apparition of a specter. More precisely by the waiting for this apparition.’
30

 Derrida uses 

Hamlet’s soliloquised statements, echoing the hauntological-ontological ‘to be or not to be’ in 

his dialogue in Ghost Dance’s ‘Science of Ghosts’ section and his conception that ‘the time is 

out of joint’ in Specters of Marx:
31

  

 

haunting is historical, to be sure, but it is not dated, it is never docilely given a 

date in the chain of presents, day after day, according to the instituted order of a 

calendar.
32 

 

The manifestation of the ghost – a repeated re-apparition – dislocates the connections between 

event and timeline. In Ghost Dance, this situation is reflected in the confused temporality of 

the myths and histories recounted by the voiceovers; historical and undated, they constantly 

return, repeat and iterate continually new combinations of image-sound and collaged sources 

disconnected from origin. These combinations continually shift the parallax with which we 

view the characters, the recording, the past and history. 

 In Ghost Dance’s ‘Theory of Mourning’ sequence, the camera pans slowly across the 

London flat’s textured, mouldy walls, covered with reprinted images, posters and mottled 

stains. We hear Derrida’s voice consider how the dead are internalised or incorporated 

through mourning. Euphoric, rhythmic, chanted African music aurally entwines with his 

voice in the soundtrack of this scene, climactically building louder. Derrida discusses ideas 
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developed by his ‘psychoanalyst friends’ Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, outlining that 

their ‘theory of ghosts is based on a theory of mourning […] One takes the dead into oneself 

and assimilates them.’ This internalisation contrasts with the statement that ‘Whereas in […] 

mourning that goes wrong there is no true internalisation.’ Abraham and Torok call this 

situation ‘incorporation’, when the dead ‘haunt our body and ventriloquise our speech’.
33

 

Derrida’s disembodied voiceover presence possesses the images of Paris Commune posters, 

and Mellinger’s image as she leans against this wall, mirroring the incorporated ghost-voices 

of mourning he discusses. 

 Derrida outlines that ‘ghosts don’t just appear. They come back. In French we talk of them 

returning’.
34

 This return is reflected in the repeated images of the Communard posters, 

captured and resituated on the walls of the flat, and the large image of Marx’s displaced 

grave. In the ‘Return to the Sea’ sequence Mellinger buries pristine black and white 

photographic prints of Marx’s grave, Derrida and Ogier in the freezing, muddy seashore. The 

pictures are pulled back and forth along the white waves of winter sea, folded and beaten by 

the continual, uncertain breaks, sucked back and scratched along the coarse looking muddied 

gravel. The images become flotsam, echoing earlier images of plastic islands of refuse in the 

watered wharfs of London. The affectivity of the ghost, the mortality and potential decay of 

the simulacrum, and the being and non-being of visual traces from the past are returned and 

cycled through this literal process of destructive incorporation enacted by the sea and the 

camera itself.  

 

The Disappearing Self: Decaying Modernism, Tape-recorders and Telephones 

This destructive incorporation is further enacted by the replay; the self-split jump in time 

these recorded, repeated and replayed images present as audio-visual material. Derrida’s 

discussion of the simultaneous separation and inhabitation of his own ventriloquised recorded 

voice is also inferred in McMullen’s portrayal of recording technologies throughout Ghost 

Dance. The sensory captivation of the haunting urban landscapes and characters within 

Cunningham’s soundscapes of voices, drums, music and setting sounds, emphasises the 

ephemeral experience of viewing, hearing and seeing these sources. 

 The first time we hear Ogier’s voice she is packing belongings in an internal room. Her 

typewriter lies in sharp white contrast to a grey stone-like desktop. She sits beside this desk, 

where a small tape recorder balances, camouflaged in the grain of this black and white scene. 

She records her voice, slow as her accented tongue rolls over the words: ‘Fuck you, I’m sick 

of it. I’m selling everything. I’m off. Don’t try to find me, as far as I am concerned you are a 

ghost.’
35

 She stops, rewinds, and her voice replays higher and further away, ghosting her 

words back at her. She packs her typewriter and leaves, as the recording plays into the now 

empty room. This tape-recorder emphasises the sonic separation of the voice from self, and 

the doubling of the Mellinger/Ogier character(s), externalised through technology.  

 In the following scene, Ogier attempts to sell her telephone and other electronic devices to 

a clerk, played by Pinon, in the arcaded setting of an electrical shop. The clerk refuses to buy 

these appliances and proceeds to show her what they are ‘worth’ by smashing her square, 

cordless telephone, and eating the parts scooped from its plastic carcass. A male voiceover 

precedes this bizarre, comic scene, discussing an unidentified ‘they’: 

 

At first it was thought that things would be forgotten in this new electronic age. 

But as things turned out they began to use electronic gadgets for their own 

purpose. Now they often jump on radio waves. There are many recorded cases of 

ghosts appearing in electrical shops.
36 
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Radio waves are ephemeral, beamed and received only through electronic devices. They 

present a further translation in the process of mythic Chinese whispers Ghost Dance 

considers, as stories are re-told through iterative aural carriers. Ghosts and phantomatic 

presences are directly associated with electrical devices as fleeting re-recorded filmed voices, 

recorded voiceovers, telephones and technology, are refracted through the cinematic, filmic or 

televisual form of Ghost Dance.  

 When looking at works from this past 1980s context, a conflicting retrospective imperative 

to define history through medium arises out of contrasting attitudes to technologies ‘then’. 

Clement Greenberg’s writing in the 1960s foregrounded the inherent qualities of different art 

mediums and gave rise to particular moving-image ‘modernisms’ during the 1970s and 1980s, 

when numerous practitioners pursued film and/or video as ‘independent’ art-forms.
37

 Video is 

and was video, and film is and was film ‘not an adjunct to work in another medium’.
38

 Whilst 

McMullen was not necessarily one of these technological purists, the pertinence of these 

contextual debates is significant to the technological subject matter of Ghost Dance. The 

problematic nature of this 1980s discourse complicates a historical understanding of Ghost 

Dance’s literal form. The close technological overlap between modernist video and the 

televised context in which it was funded and initially screened – not-to-mention its linguistic 

categorisation as a ‘feature-film’ – conflict with modernist historical categorisation. In the 

early 1980s television recording technologies were available, yet it was not until the end of 

the decade that they were more widely used and affordable. In the early context of this film’s 

broadcast on Channel 4 in 1984, its existence was as ephemeral and momentary as the mythic 

stories and fleeting voices it cycles. 

 This contextual technological uncertainty relates to the connotations of the word ‘medium’ 

in itself: meaning an intermediary process of transmission or translation, a specific means of 

artistic expression and, pertinently, a spiritual medium who communicates between the living 

and dead, who converses with ghosts. The ghost conversations connoted by the term 

‘medium’ are reflected in the telephonic conversations presented in Ghost Dance. When 

Pascale leaves the long arcaded corridors of the electrical shop, walking out onto the coloured 

blues and greys of a cobbled Parisian street, she encounters her ‘Tutor’. He asks in English, 

‘Pascale, where have you been hiding yourself? […] I’ve tried you a number of times but all I 

get are crazy messages on your machine.’ Pascale replies: ‘I moved lots of times since then, 

but it was my voice on the machine, didn’t you recognise it?’ Her Tutor did not. He says her 

voice ‘was like a ghost on the machine’.
39

 They discuss why she does not go into tutorials or 

lectures, and Pascale mockingly placates his frustration: 

 

Even if I’m not there I get someone to record it for me and I listen to it over and 

over again. […] I like juxtapositions […] so I like to play it in many places, like 

bars, subways [...] You should be pleased because I have made you a kind of god. 

You are in all places at all times.
40 

 

The recording and re-recording of the Tutor relates in turn to the recording of Ghost Dance, 

and its replay through television. Through its momentary broadcast, television transmits in 

numerous places, for limited amounts of time, divided into programmes. This seeming 

omnipresence, also hinted at in Pascal’s dialogue about replaying her Tutor’s voice, is 

fragmented and distorted by changing the where and when it is played. 

 The Tutor’s situation as omnipresent-recorded-voice plays to the pompous authority of his 

role as her teacher. His tone switches from conversational, to that of a lecturer addressing an 

audience: 
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So it would appear that I am to play master, Pascale is my disciple. Through the 

technology of the Sony Walkman she is to feel the presence. The power relation 

of master-disciple is not to be reified, anaesthetised
41 

 

His voice fades out as we hear Pascale’s previous recording: ‘Fuck you, I’m sick of it […] as 

far as I am concerned you are a ghost.’
42

 The different ghosts presented by Pascale and her 

Tutor conflict. One is unrecognisable and forgotten, the other is a master-voice in its re-

manifested presence and omniscience. Pinot’s clerk ingests Pascale’s worthless telephone, 

Pascale and her Tutor discuss telephones and recorded ‘messages’: a phone call interrupts 

Pascale’s interview with Derrida. Each telephonic situation emphasises the simultaneous 

ability of recording to both amplify and decay the self they present, and the contrasting 

effects, situations and intentions of replay and use of technology in different contexts, a 

situation further emphasised when Ghost Dance is replayed as DVD, or clips from it are 

watched online today.  

 In his essay Video: Incorporeal, Incorporated of 2006, artist Stephen Partridge considers 

the corporeal origin body of video.
43

 Partridge outlines the potential dangers of forgetting the 

literal apparatus of past technologies – or modernist historical dialogues – when works are 

watched as digital transfers. This corporeal awareness is, however, destabilised by the 

uncertain televisual form and origin of Ghost Dance. In artist and critic Rosalind Krauss’s 

lecture A Voyage on the North Sea: Art in the Age of the Post-Medium Condition, published 

as a book in 2000, she similarly picks up on how medium-specific, modernist or 

Greenbergian readings of works are altered by subsequent technological adaptation:
44 

 

[Walter] Benjamin believed that at the birth of a given social form or 

technological process the utopian dimension was present and, furthermore, that it 

is precisely at the moment of the obsolescence of that technology that it once 

more releases this dimension like the last gleam of a dying star.
45 

 

Through paraphrasing philosopher Walter Benjamin’s ideas, Krauss observes that there are 

further layers of historical meaning imbued in the awareness of an obsolescent end: the last 

gleam from the dying tape. In the voices and half heard telephonic conversations of Ghost 

Dance, technological transition takes on a pertinent mortality, as the technologies used to 

record these voices are approaching obsolescence, a perspective that can only exist in the 

2010s future from which we view it now. Furthermore, the selves that these technologies 

record have a parallel limited life-span: a corporeal limit, emphasised by Ogier and Derrida’s 

deaths. 

 Partridge’s meditation on digital incorporeal-incorporation communicates a sense of loss, 

or reduction in perspective when considering video art history. This process of rhetorical and 

epistemological erosion is reflected in the mythic sequences in Ghost Dance, as numerous 

stories and tellings obscure one another. Partridge’s rhetoric outlines that as the modernist 

objects of video and film physically decay – as magnetic tape disintegrates, or chemicals burn 

and bleach – and as they are transferred and watched digitally, so too do the words with which 

we discuss these mediums erode and adapt. The genres we use to define film, video and 

television, and the names we give these forms evaporate, dislocate and appropriate. In the 

2000s film can mean a film as well as material film-stock, and video can mean old video 

technologies, past televisual/broadcast technology and/or digital audio-visual material. There 

is a linguistic erosion that contrasts with the parallax of obsolescence: the gleam of 

transitional significance as one medium is translated into others contrasts with the parallel 

erosion of linguistic definitions of different mediums.  
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 The notion of linguistic erosion and adaptation is significant when we consider myths and 

voices in Ghost Dance. Literary theorist and critic Katherine Hayles posits that there are no 

separate mediums and that media are bound in a continually ‘RECURSIVE dynamic of 

imitating’ and ‘incorporating’ one another.
46

 In the cinematic form of Ghost Dance, voices, 

myths, telephones and technologies are incorporated, enacting a recursive form of the 

mourning Derrida discusses in the film. When introducing this notion of ‘remediation’, 

Hayles considers cultural theorist and philosopher Jean Baudrillard’s conception of 

‘representation’ as having a referent in the real world and ‘simulation’ as having no 

counterpart in the real world. These conceptions of representation and simulation are different 

in remediated technologies:  

 

The writing machines that physically create fictional subjects through inscriptions 

also connect us as readers to the interfaces, print and electronic, that transform us 

by reconfiguring our interactions with their materialities. Inscribing consequential 

fictions, writing machines reach through the inscriptions they write and that write 

them to re-define what it means to write, to read, and to be human.
47

  

 

In observing and experiencing these imitations or recitations our interaction with materiality 

is ‘reconfigured’ as opposed to lost. This corporeal element of medium degeneration and 

text’s defamiliarised form do not represent a demise or mournable material loss because 

conversely the theme of ‘MATERIALITY is as vibrant as ever’.
48

 Hayles’s discussion when 

considered in relation to the process of degeneration or decay reveals that these processes 

parallel those of mythic story iteration, in that the meaning imbued by obsolescent loss 

reinvigorates our material awareness with consequential fictions on the meaning of medium 

translation itself. 

 In contrast to traditional modernist dialogues, Hayles outlines that ‘media-specific-

analysis’ does not advocate that media should be considered in isolation from one another. On 

the contrary, media constantly engages in a recursive dynamic of imitation, incorporating 

aspects of competing media into one another.
49

 This incorporation is evident in the dense 

sonicscapes of Ghost Dance, where electrical noises, music, sounds and numerous voices 

overlap, collage, merge and remediate alternative meanings within one another, continually 

haunting and possessing other sound and the image-track.  In the ‘cycling’ of different media 

through one another, one media mimics another, or is played through an-other. They are 

‘participating in an ecology in which one medium is remediated in another, only to be 

remediated in turn’.
50

 This process of remediation and cycling is at once directly related to the 

process of decay, as we use one media to preserve the content or meanings of another before 

its literal form has gone, and relates to a converse process in which meanings, voices and 

ideas are eroded, added to and altered as this cycle translates. 

 In Ghost Dance the thematic considerations of writing and medium translation are 

explored through Derrida’s spectral ventriloquisation, remediated telephonic conversations, 

and recorded voice presence. The dual Mellinger/Ogier characterisation, their remediation of 

each other – or themselves – through discussion, is an important dimension of how they cycle 

one another. These remediations are thematically mirrored in Pascale’s struggle to write her 

thesis, as she sits at typewriters and stares at these writing machines. In chapter 4: THESIS: 

THE VOICE THAT, ESCAPES THE TEXT Pascale discusses the difficulties of writing her 

anthropological thesis on ‘cargo cults’. Mellinger asks Ogier why she is writing and what she 

is writing about. It is through dialogue with her Mellinger-Other that Pascale communicates 

the overlap between cargo cult myths and her personal experience of them, as she is reminded 

and overwhelmed by these stories when walking along the neglected nowhere post-industrial 

setting of ‘the canal’. The thesis that escapes her text is her lived, experienced assimilation of 
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these stories, and her thoughts when wondering through the decaying urban landscapes of 

Ghost Dance. 

 The lived-dynamic that escapes Pascale in her writing relates directly to the audio-visual 

forms of Ghost Dance. The sensory experience of film in lived-experienced time and the 

corporeal viewer-receiver it requires fuel this uncertainty. Hayles observes written text’s 

failure ‘to account for all the other signifying components of electronic texts, including sound, 

animation, motion, video, [and] kinaesthetic involvement’.
51

 The written document is a 

remediation that defamiliarises the origin sensory film-work. The stories Pascale cannot write 

are communicated through numerous, disembodied voices, her own participation, and the 

interactive stimulus of other participants, including her Mellinger-Other self, Derrida, her 

Tutor and George. Through these characters and voices, the process of written 

defamiliarisation Pascale struggles with is liberated and represented through audio-visual, 

sensory forms. 

 Hayles and Partridge emphasise the process of translation that occurs when we write or 

inscribe one medium through another. The mythic transition of oral to written culture is a 

significant, and related, theme in the male voiceover’s dialogue that opens Ghost Dance: 

 

Long before memory, in a past without form, they began to appear, in a past 

without night. Then as memory began to screen them out, they slipped into 

language, hiding between letters, jumping out between words.
52 

 

The process of screening-out the past enacted by oral myth re-telling also occurs by inscribing 

or writing stories. The gaps created by psychic fragmentation – that allow myths to flourish – 

are remediated in the white gaps between letters and words. The transition between writing 

and electronic media becomes an alternative vehicle of storytelling, in a further transitional 

process of telling from oral, to written, to aural-visual-electronic. In the 1980s, electronic age 

myths and the voices they contain hijack technology. Technology becomes a vehicle and 

method through which further ghosts manifest, enacted through digital mediation. The lived-

experienced televisual monitor-screen simultaneously presents and screens these pasts out, as 

voices jump between technologies, words, multiple origins and the gaps opened by these 

remediated cycles. 

 

Conclusion 

Fisher outlines that ‘in terms of sound, hauntology is a question of hearing what is not 

there’.
53

 In puns and homonyms a word is used with a specific meaning or ambiguity of 

meaning in mind. However, the auditor or reader might bring different associations, hearing 

meaning and association that may not have been intended. The inability to control the 

sounding of hauntology-ontology, and the free association brought by homonyms, means that, 

by definition, hauntology deliberately resists such definition. In Reyno lds’s Ghosts of Futures 

Past: Sampling, Hauntology and Mash-Ups, he considers the hauntological remediation of 

past sounds.
54

 As Derrida’s ghost in Ghost Dance changes with each repeated manifestation, 

so too does the significance and understanding of the past, portrayed in a sampled/re-sampled 

sound. At The Wire Magazine’s Salon on Revenant Forms the Meaning of Hauntology in 

2010, Fisher outlined that the consequential fictions created by recursive sampling adapt 

meaning, imbuing past sounds with a layer of hauntological significance.
55

 This significance 

is what makes something hauntological: the further possible meanings created by a homonym 

or pun. 

 The consequential fictions of the cycled voices, texts, myths, past histories and multiple 

characters in Ghost Dance imbue this work with multiple layers of meaning. These multiple 

layers are inherently encapsulated in the cycling of sound and image, as mediums translate 
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and converse between and over, altering fleeting ghost gaps in meaning. The voiceovers and 

re-recorded voices remediated in tape recorders and telephones, and presented through Ghost 

Dance’s audio-visual form, are the mythic ghosts trapped or grown in the gaps of 

communication, as opposed to meanings manifested through communicative materiality. 

Electronic bodies are captured in further iterated ghost bodies and codes, enacted, replayed 

and wholly recorded in the audio-visual material that comprises the film. The state of being 

and non-being enacted by the ghost’s manifestation is mimicked in the voice’s particular 

dislocation from body and the temporal ventroliquisation of selves within these hijacked 

technological cycles of presentation. 

 Fisher observes that ‘it is only when the possibility of supernatural spooks has been laid to 

rest that we can confront the Real ghosts [...] or the ghosts of the Real’.
56

 The real ghosts of 

the material past haunt moving-images and audio-visual material: in spools of magnetic tape, 

reels of film, or the non-materiality of the ephemeral, immaterial moment of televisual 

broadcast. They continue to haunt, as sensitivity to the transitions between video, television, 

celluloid film and digital files inflict parallaxes that simultaneously de-materialise whilst re-

engaging the alternative materialities each permutation seeks to preserve. The ontological-

hauntological gap effects the ‘present’ screened and on-screen, and the obsolescent 

differentials between material being and non-being, foregrounding the inescapable 

immateriality of the past.  

 In her translation of Derrida’s Specters of Marx, Peggy Kamuf includes a note on the word 

haunting: the French ‘term “hantise”, translated here as “haunting”, also has the common 

sense of an obsession, a constant fear, a fixed idea, or a nagging memory’.
57

 The decay 

inherent in translation, and the loss or transition of form that occurs as one medium translates 

another, is itself a fear or fixed idea. The connotations and consideration of physical and 

material loss contrast and conflict with the parallel exponential significance this process of 

loss and decay imbues. The different voices and voiceovers of Ghost Dance, through their 

contrasting temporal locations, call backwards and forwards to thrown, displaced and 

impossible sources. As remnants, trapped and cycled through replay, they become obsessively 

recounted mythic stories, eroded and added to with each electronic re-utterance.  
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